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We demonstrate that perfect transfer of path-entangled photons as well as of single-photon states is possible in
a certain class of spin inspired optical systems—the so-called Jx photonic lattices. In these fully integrable optical
arrangements, perfect cyclic transitions from correlated states to totally anticorrelated states can naturally occur.
Moreover we show that the bunching and antibunching response of path-entangled photons can be preengineered
at will in such coupled optical arrangements. We elucidate these effects via pertinent examples.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Coherent transfer of quantum information between distant
ports or nodes is a crucial task within the framework of
quantum computing and information processing. Over the
years, several physical platforms have been suggested in order
to attain such a state transfer. These include, for example, spin
chains, arrays of quantum dots, coupled cavities, etc. [1–4].
In this regard, various studies have revealed that spin chains
interacting via specially engineered Heisenberg Hamiltonians
can effectively achieve a perfect delivery of fermionic quantum
states from one vertex of the chain to the other [5,6]. In fact,
the hopping parameters involved in these spin systems are
identical to the matrix elements of the Jx quantum angular
momentum operator, i.e., they obey a parabolic distribution [5].
In Hilbert space, these spin chains act as quantum rotations of
the input states. By their very nature, approaches based on spin
chains present several intrinsic advantages and disadvantages.
On the one hand, they offer a versatile environment for
quantum communications over short distances, they allow for
simultaneous operations on several qubits, and they are also
useful for long-time qubit storage [6,7]. On the other hand,
since the spin “links” are closely spaced so as to enable strong
spin-spin interactions, they are plagued with difficulties in
addressing individual qubits [8].

Optics, on the other hand, offers long coherence times
due to negligible photon interactions and a high degree of
experimental control [9]. As we elucidate in this paper,
perfect transfer via photonic lattices is not only possible for
states residing on single sites, but for any multimode input
state, separable or entangled. In addition, the properties of
these waveguide arrays can also be exploited for classical
light [10–14], showing revivals of extended wave packets and
discrete focusing.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II is devoted to
investigating the evolution dynamics of single-photon states
in Jx photonic lattices. Furthermore, we examine the perfect
transfer of entangled multipartite W states. In Sec. III we
analyze the perfect transfer of spatially extended correlated and
anticorrelated path-entangled photon states by monitoring the
respective quantum correlation maps. For completeness sake,
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in Sec. IV we give a brief overview of the statistical exchange
arising in fermionic and bosonic chains. In Sec. V, we describe
the propagation dynamics of classical wave packets in these
same systems. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Sec. VI.

II. SINGLE-SITE EXCITATION DYNAMICS

In the present photonic lattice systems the quantum bits
correspond to waveguide sites, and the two allowed states
for each qubit are “occupied” (|1〉) or “unoccupied” (|0〉)
depending on whether a photon is “present” or “absent” at
such a waveguide site. For instance, a spin chain containing
N elements in the state |ξ 〉 = |↓1↓2 · · · ↑n · · · ↓N 〉, in which
the spin at the nth site has been flipped from its ground
state |0n〉 = |↓n〉 to the state |1n〉 = |↑n〉, is represented
by the photon-encoded state |ξ 〉 = |0102 · · · 1n · · · 0N 〉 where
a single photon is present at the nth site of a photonic
lattice having N waveguide elements; see Figs. 1(a) and 1(b).
As a result, the physical process of quantum-state transfer
in waveguide lattices can be understood as a dynamical
translation of any localized single-photon wave function from
the input port to another wave function at the output port. In
other words, in such a photonic lattice, any initial one-site
excitation state is expected to be transferred from qubit n to
qubit N − n + 1, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b).

In order to achieve perfect transfer of photon-encoded
quantum states, an array of evanescently coupled waveguides
is used having a parabolic law distribution for the coupling
coefficients between nearest-neighbor elements [5]. To do so,
we first establish a one-to-one correspondence between the
interchannel coupling coefficients of the waveguide lattice
and the matrix elements of the quantum-mechanical angular
momentum operator Jx :

(Jx)m,n = 1
2 [

√
(j − m)(j + m + 1)δn,m+1

+
√

(j + m)(j − m + 1)δn,m−1]. (1)

Thus, the coupling matrix must be tridiagonal with elements
(Jx)m,n �= 0 if |m − n| � 1, and (Jx)m,n = 0 otherwise. The
dimension of the Jx matrix is N = 2j + 1, and the indices m,
n range from −j to j in unit steps, and j is a positive integer
or half integer [15]. In order to map the matrix elements of
the Jx operator over the coupling coefficients of the proposed
photonic lattice, we define the function f (n) = 1

2

√
(N − n)n
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Schematic of a spin chain containing
N spin 1/2 particles with hopping rate Jn between nearest neighbors.
The nth particle has been flipped from its ground state |↓n〉 to the state
|↑n〉. (b) In the optical domain this spin system can be represented
by photons being launched into the first waveguide element of an
array of N optical waveguides with evanescent nearest-neighbor
coupling Jn.

for the coupling strength between the waveguide element n

and (n + 1). Starting from these assumptions one can obtain
a set of Heisenberg equations governing the evolution of the
single-photon creation operators,

i
da

†
1

dZ
= F (1)a†

2, (2a)

i
da

†
n

dZ
= f (n)a†

n+1 + f (n − 1)a†
n−1, (2b)

i
da

†
N

dZ
= f (N − 1)a†

N−1. (2c)

Equations (2a) and (2c) describe the quantum dynamics at
the boundary waveguides (n = 1,N ), while Eq. (2b) stands
for any other intermediate site. To obtain the solution of
these equations we first explore the corresponding eigenvalue
problem, Jxu

(m) = βmu(m), which can be cast as a difference
equation:√

(N − n + 1) (n − 1) u
(m)
n−1 +

√
(N − n) n u

(m)
n+1 = 2βm u(m)

n ,

(3)

where βm is the mth propagation eigenvalue of the waveguides,
and the boundary condition to satisfy is u

(m)
0 = u

(m)
N+1 = 0.

A direct calculation reveals that Eq. (3) allows the lattice
eigenvectors |u(m)〉 whose nth component is given by

u(m)
n = 2− 1

2 (N+1)+n

√
(n − 1)!(N − n)!

(m − 1)!(N − m)!
P

(m−n,N−m−n+1)
n−1 (0),

(4)

while the eigenvalues βm, as expected from quantum the-
ory, are equidistant integers or half integers in the interval

FIG. 2. (Color online) Analytical eigenvector density �m =
|〈u(m) |u(m)〉|2. Label m represents the eigenvector number and n the
corresponding components. Note that unlike standard angular mo-
mentum notation we have displaced the origin of m, n from −j to 1.

−(N − 1)/2 � βm � (N − 1)/2 depending on whether N is
odd or even. In Eq. (4), P

(m−n,N+1−m−n)
n−1 (0) represents the

Jacobi polynomials of order (n − 1), evaluated at the origin
and in this case n ∈ [1,N ]. A useful representation of the
entire eigenvector basis is provided by a density plot of the
matrix �m = |〈u(m) |u(m)〉|2, shown in Fig. 2 for a lattice of
31 waveguides. Note that this matrix is symmetric across
the diagonal. Using the eigenvectors given in Eq. (4) and
the corresponding eigenvalues, one can readily obtain the
probability amplitudes over the entire lattice at any distance
Z, i.e.,

|ψ(Z)〉 =
N∑

r=1

Cr |u(r)〉 exp(iλrZ), (5)

where Cr = 〈u(r) |ψ(0)〉. By using Eq. (5), one can show that
the input-output states are related through the evolution matrix
as follows:

a†
p (0) =

N∑
n=1

T ∗
p,n (Z) a†

n (Z), (6)

where T ∗
p,n(Z) denotes the Hermitian conjugate of the (p,n)

matrix element within the unitary transformation,

Tp,q (Z) =
N∑

r=1

u(r)
q u(r)

p exp (iλrZ). (7)

Note that the transfer matrix given by Eq. (7) can also be
obtained by evaluating the exponential of the coupling ma-
trix, Tp,q(Z) = [exp(iJxZ)]p,q , which in quantum mechanics
represents a rotation operator about the x axis [15]. Using
this quantum rotation picture, or directly from Eq. (7), one
can readily foresee the “arrival site” for single photons
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Probability evolution when light is
launched into the (a) first, (b) second, (c) eighth, and (d) 17th
waveguide. In both lattices the intensity revival distance is at z = 2π .

propagating through these multiport photonic systems. More
specifically, using the photon density (photon counting) it
is easily found that the probability of detecting a photon at
waveguide p, when launched at q, is given by Pp,q(Z) =
〈a†

pap〉 = |Tp,q(Z)|2. Since at distances Z = 2πS (S being
an integer) the matrix elements reduce to Tp,q = (−1)Sδpq

(for N even) and to Tp,q = δpq (for N odd), it implies that
collapses and revivals of probability will periodically occur
irrespectively of dimensionality N or of the excitation site.
Figure 3 depicts this process for Jx waveguide arrays with odd
and even N , respectively. These side views clearly indicate that
when Z = Kπ (K being an odd integer), a mirror inversion
of the initial quantum probability will occur with respect to
the central waveguide. Hence, at these particular distances
Z = Kπ (K= odd), perfect transfer of quantum states is
effectively realized.

From Eq. (7) one can also analytically show that for
eigenvalues being half integers (N = even), any initial state
will exhibit perfect revivals at distances that are multiples
of 4π (Z = 4π ), whereas for integer eigenvalues (N = odd),
revivals occur at multiples of Z = 2π . This is easily under-
stood since at Z = 2π the rotation operator Tp,q(Z = 2π ) =
[exp(i2πJx)]p,q = ±δp,q , i.e., it is diagonal with elements +1
or −1 depending on whether the corresponding eigenvalues are
integers or half integers, respectively. Even more interesting
is the fact that perfect revivals, or perfect transfer, of single-
photon entangled states are possible in this type of system.
To elucidate this, consider for instance the evolution of a
multipartite W state, where a single photon is coherently
“shared” among the N optical modes contained in a Jx

photonic array:

|WN (0)〉 = 1√
N

(|10 . . . 0〉 + |01 . . . 0〉 + · · · + |00 . . . 1〉).
(8)

Accordingly, the state will evolve to the superposition

|ψ(Z)〉 = 1√
N

(T1,1|10 . . . 0〉 + · · · + T1,N |00 . . . 1〉)

+ 1√
N

(T2,1|10 . . . 0〉 + · · · + T2,N |00 . . . 1〉)

+ · · · + 1√
N

(TN,1|10 . . . 0〉 + · · ·
+ TN,N |00 . . . 1〉). (9)

Therefore, since Tp,q(Z = 2π ) = ±δp,q it is obvious that this
superposition of states will “collapse” back to the initial
multipartite W state at distances Z = n2π (n being an integer),

|ψ (Z = n2π )〉 = ± 1√
N

(|10 . . . 0〉 + |10 . . . 0〉
+ · · · + |10 . . . 0〉), (10)

apart from an overall phase. All these arguments along with
numerical simulations clearly elucidate the potential and
capability of these optical arrangements to effectively achieve
a perfect transfer of any arbitrary single-photon quantum state.

Another significant aspect concerning separable single-
photon states is the fact that at a distance Z = π/2 the proba-
bilities described by the rotation operator, |exp(iJxπ/2)|2, are
identical to the matrix density of modes �m = |〈u(m) |u(m)〉|2.
In other words, if a single photon is launched into a Jx photonic
lattice at waveguide q, after propagating a distance Z = π/2, it
will be found at site p with a probability |Tp,q (π/2)|2 = |u(q)

p |2,
where u

(q)
p is an eigenvector of the Jx matrix given in Eq. (4).

As a consequence, the vector components of the evolution
operator, exp(iJxπ/2), are orthonormal [16].

III. PERFECT TRANSFER OF SPATIALLY EXTENDED
PATH-ENTANGLED STATES

In what follows we explore the possibility of transferring
spatially extended high-entangled photon states via Jx pho-
tonic lattices. To do so, we assume two different configurations
for the input states, that is, photon pairs correlated and
anticorrelated in their position,

|ψC〉 = 1√
2N

[(a†
1)2 + (a†

2)2 + · · · + (a†
N )2]|0〉,

(11)

|ψA〉 =
√

2

N

[
a
†
1a

†
N + a

†
2a

†
N−1 + · · · + a

†
N
2
a
†
N
2 +1

]|0〉.
Conceptually, photon pairs with correlated positions, denoted
by |ψC〉, correspond to the situation where both photons
are simultaneously coupled into any waveguide within the
entire array with an equal probability. The physical realization
of such a state can be achieved by placing the Jx array
immediately after a type I collinear degenerate narrow-band
spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC) thin-crystal
source [17]. On the other hand, the anticorrelated entangled
state corresponds to the case where the photon pair is
symmetrically coupled to waveguides on opposite sides of
the array. The quantum dynamics of such states is analyzed by
monitoring the evolution of the coincidence rate (correlation
maps) at the output 	m,n = 〈ψA,C |a†

ma
†
nanam|ψA,C〉, which

gives the probability of finding one photon at waveguide m

and its twin at site n [9,18]. For the particular examples
considered here, the correlation map corresponding to the cor-
related input state |ψC〉 is given by 	m,n = |∑N

k=1 Tm,kTn,k|2,
whereas for the anticorrelated one, |ψA〉, it becomes 	m,n =
|∑N−1

k=0 Tm,1+kTn,N−k|2 [19]. In order to examine these effects
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FIG. 4. (Color online) (a)–(c) Upper row shows the calculated quantum correlation maps when the correlated input state |ψC〉
is coupled into a Jx photonic lattice. (d)–(f) Similarly, bottom row depicts the correlation evolution for the anticorrelated input
state |ψA〉.

we assume a Jx array of N = 30 waveguide elements, which
implies half-integer eigenvalues. Thus, exact revivals for any
input states are expected to occur at Z = 4π . When the input
state is initially correlated, the probability map gradually
spreads and eventually becomes circularlike at exactly Z =
π/4; see Fig. 4(b). This circle of probability exhibits four peaks
or maxima over the “cardinal points” of the correlation matrix.
As a result, both photons will separate and one of them can
be found propagating around the boundary sites, whereas its
twin could be detected at the center of the lattice. Evidently, in
regions between the “cardinal points” both regimes, bunching
and antibunching, coexist with an equal probability and the
photons can be found either together around the boundaries or
separate on opposite sides of the lattice. This region where the
probability matrix acquires this peculiar circular shape can
be considered as the turning points for the path-entangled
states under consideration. Notably, the correlation matrix
at a distance Z = π/4 is identical to the matrix density of
modes given by �m = |〈u(m) |u(m)〉|2, or equivalently to the
probability matrix, |exp(iZJx)|2, evaluated at Z = π/2 which
is valid for separable, nonentangled, single-photon states. In
the present case, however, we are dealing with entangled
two-photon states and therefore such a behavior is exhibited
at half the distance, that is, at Z = π/4 [20]. Subsequently,
after propagating a distance Z = π/2 the photons evolve into
a perfect anticorrelated state, implying that the two photons

are traveling in opposite directions but symmetrically with
respect to the center of the lattice; see Fig. 4(c). This behavior
is a direct outcome of the destructive quantum interference
between indistinguishable states. In essence, this phenomenon
can be thought of as an inverse version of the Hong-Ou-Mandel
effect, where two single photons launched into different ports
of a 50:50 beam splitter tend to bunch together at the output
ports, thus “excluding” by quantum interference the indistin-
guishable |1〉|1〉 states [21]. Interestingly, right after a distance
Z = π/2, the correlation matrix evolves back to the correlated
states |ψC〉 in a fully reversible way. In other words, the photon
correlations form a circle of probability at Z = 3π/4, and
the state becomes correlated at Z = π . This effect is obvious
since at Z = π the matrix elements Tp,q vanish except for the
ones over the diagonal (T1,N = T2,N−1 = · · · = TN,1 = −i)
signifying that photon pairs coupled into waveguides located
over one side of the lattice will symmetrically emerge from
the waveguides on the opposite side, and vice versa.

This picture is, in a way, altered when the initial biphoton
state is anticorrelated, |ψA〉. Under such circumstances, the
correlation matrix again leads to a circle of probability at
distances Z = π/4 and Z = 3π/4 [see Fig. 4(e)], somehow
matching the behavior exhibited in the previous case at these
same distances. Midway however, the scenario differs and the
state becomes fully correlated; see Fig. 4(f). At this point, this
implies that both photons will be found traveling together at
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the same waveguide site within the array with equal probability
as a |ψC〉 state. As before, at Z = π , a perfect transfer of the
initial entangled state is expected to occur.

IV. QUANTUM EXCHANGE STATISTICS

In the present work, the photonic lattice has been excited
with bosonic particles, whereas in actual spin chains such
excitations are fermionic in nature. A fundamental difference
between bosons and fermions is the exchange statistics which
dictate the corresponding dynamical behavior of the system.
In this respect, it is important to compare and analyze the
arrival statistics of multiple excitations propagating through
fermionic and bosonic systems. To do so, we examine the
correlation matrix 	m,n = 〈a†

ma
†
nanam〉 which measures the

probability for a pair of excitations “arriving” at sites m and
n. In particular we consider the arrival statistics when both
arrangements are initialized in the state |ψin〉 = a

†
1a

†
N |0〉, i.e.,

sites 1 and N are simultaneously excited. In this case, the
probability amplitudes at waveguide n are given by the matrix
elements,

Tn,1 (Z) =
(

N − 1

n − 1

)1/2

cosN−n

(
Z

2

)
sinn−1

(
Z

2

)
(−i)n−1

Tn,N (Z) =
(

N − 1

n − 1

)1/2

cosn−1

(
Z

2

)
sinN−n

(
Z

2

)
(−i)N−n .

(12)

From these expressions, one can see that the average excitation
number at site n, Pn = 〈a†

nan〉 = |Tn,1|2 + |Tn,N |2, predicts
that both particles, either bosons or fermions, are probabilis-
tically expected to collide at Z = π/2, and two-excitation
interference occurs. In order to analyze such an interference
effect, we compute the correlation matrix 	m,n = 〈a†

ma
†
nanam〉

at this particular distance, Z = π/2. In the case of a photonic
system, the state evolves such that at Z = π/2, the probability
of finding excitations at sites m and n is given by

	m,n =
⎧⎨
⎩

0 n − m : odd

1
22N−4

(
N − 1
m − 1

)(
N − 1
n − 1

)
n − m : even

. (13)

This expression indicates that at the collision distance the
correlation vanishes at sites where the difference (n − m) is an
odd number. On the other hand, for a spin-chain, the statistical
exchange differs in the sense that now the correlation vanishes
at sites where the difference (n − m) is an even number.

	m,n =
⎧⎨
⎩

1
22N−4

(
N − 1
m − 1

)(
N − 1
n − 1

)
n − m : odd

0 n − m : even
. (14)

These effects are illustrated in Fig. 5(a) (bosonic probability)
and Figs. 5(b) and 5(c)—correlations for bosons and fermions,
respectively. As clearly visible in Fig. 5(b), photons can only be
registered in output configurations where the difference of their
positions n − m is even, whereas fermionic excitations can
only be registered in output configurations where the difference
of their positions is odd.

FIG. 5. (Color online) (a) Theoretical average particle number
at waveguide m, 〈nm(Z)〉, of two single photons simultaneously
launched into the first and last waveguides. The blue line indicates
the distance Z = π/2, where the correlation matrix is obtained.
(b), (c) Calculated correlation map 	m,n: As the particles approach
the “collision region” (Z = π/2), the coincidence rate vanishes for
the particular combinations (n − m) = odd, whereas for fermions it
vanishes when (n − m) = even.

V. CLASSICAL DYNAMICS

In this section we present the propagation dynamics of
classical light in the so-called Jx photonic lattices. It is
shown that light traversing such photonic configurations can
display interesting features such as Talbot-like revivals and
discrete focusing. Before starting it is important to note that if
classical light is injected into photonic lattices, as opposed
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Wave packet dynamics: evolution of
a discrete Gaussian beam in a Jx waveguide array. The blue
arrow indicates the waveguide where the wave packet is initially
centered.

to single photons, the intensity patterns will be identical
to the probability distributions exhibited by single photons
[18,22]. Hence, the evolution equations governing classical
light propagation in these systems are given by

i
dE1

dZ
= −f (1)E2, (15a)

i
dEn

dZ
= −f (n)En+1 − f (n − 1)En−1, (15b)

i
dEN

dZ
= −f (N − 1)EN−1, (15c)

where again f (n) = 1
2

√
(N − n)n [23]. Given that the inter-

action matrix in this case is identical to the coupling matrix
in the Heisenberg equations (2) (apart from a negative sign),
the eigensolutions and eigenvalues remain the same as in the
previous case, as given by Eq. (4). As previously indicated and
illustrated in the first part of this work, the impulse response of
this type of lattice exhibits Talbot-like revivals. In fact, since
any initial condition can be described via a superposition of
single-channel excitations, such revivals can occur for any
input field. For instance, if we inject a Gaussian wave packet,
centered around site n, it will first spread among the guides
and eventually will expand within the array at Z = π/2; see
Fig. 6. Subsequently at Z = π , the wave packet contracts and
returns to its initial form but now with its center shifted at
site N − n. In other words, at this particular distance a mirror
inversion of the input field is produced. After passing this
middle cycle point, light again spreads out and perfect revivals
are observed at Z = 2π . These periodicities are, of course, the
outcome of coherent interference. On the other hand, when
equal-amplitude light is coupled into several waveguides it
will give rise to a richer dynamics, which in principle can be
exploited in order to combine most of the incident power in a
single output channel. Unlike some other proposed techniques
to realize discrete focusing of light, the present approach is
achieved without any phase modulation of the input field; see,
for instance, Refs. [24,25]. To exemplify the focusing process
in Fig. 7 we present theoretical results concerning propagation
arising from a gradual filling of the input channels of a Jx

FIG. 7. (Color online) Left column depicts the calculated inten-
sity propagation when light is launched into (a) the first and 31st sites,
(c) the first, 16th, and 31st sites, (e) the first, fifth, tenth, 16th, 22nd,
27th, and 31st sites, (g) every other site (n = odd), and (i) every site.
In all the cases we have considered unitary input intensities at every
excited waveguide. Right column shows the intensity distributions at
Z = π

2 for each case.

array containing 31 waveguides. For the case where only the
first and last waveguide channels are excited, the superpo-
sition of the propagating fields at Z = π/2 is analytically
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described by

En

(
Z = π

2

)

=
⎧⎨
⎩

−i2
(

1√
2

)N−1
√

(N−1)!
(n−1)!(N−n)! cos

(
nπ
2

)
, ⇔ (−i)N = i

i2
(

1√
2

)N−1
√

(N−1)!
(n−1)!(N−n)! sin

(
nπ
2

)
, ⇔ (−i)N = −i

.

(16)

Note that the upper row stands for the particular case illustrated
here, N = 31. From expressions (16) one can readily infer that
the field will vanish, because of interference, in (N + 1)/2 sites
when (−i)N = i and in (N − 1)/2 when (−i)N = −i. This
indicates that light traveling from opposite sides of the Jx array
will acquire site-dependent phases which leads to destructive
interference at some lattice sites and constructive in other
positions. In Fig. 7(a) the intensity evolution is shown for this
particular case, whereas Fig. 7(b) depicts the corresponding
intensity at distance Z = π/2. In similar fashion one can
show that by increasing the number of excitation channels,
most of the incoming light can be directed towards the central
waveguide as shown in Figs. 7(c), 7(e), 7(g), and 7(i). For
the special case of light coupled into the entire array, energy
symmetrically concentrates into seven lattice sites at the center
of the array collecting just 50% of the total power at the

central guide; see Figs. 7(i) and 7(j). On the other hand, if
light is injected into alternated sites, the focusing scheme
becomes more efficient delivering 95% of the power at the
central waveguide, and just 2.5% to its adjacent neighbors.
Figures 7(g) and 7(h) illustrate this process.

VI. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have shown that a certain class of
waveguide arrays—the so-called Jx photonic lattices—can be
used as a method for perfect transfer of separable and entan-
gled quantum states. In these systems, revivals of quantum
probability as well as classical intensity are possible—each
could lead to interesting applications. In essence, we have
exploited the formal analogy between optical waveguide
arrays and Heisenberg spin chains to bring the idea of
perfect state transfer into the quantum optical realm. Using
the well-known theory of quantum angular momentum and
rotation operators, we have demonstrated perfect revivals, both
quantum and classical, which can be analytically described in
one-dimensional photonic lattices composed of evanescently
coupled waveguides. Our results may be of importance in
extending the physics of spin chains to the classical and
quantum optical domain, leading to interesting new photonic
applications.
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